Structure of protochlorophyllide reductase reveals a mechanism for greening in the dark
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Chlorophyll (Chl) is a tetrapyrrole macrocycle containing Mg and a phytol chain. The Chl biosynthetic pathway consists of the multi-enzymatic reactions. An asymmetric conjugated double bond system of Chl a, which is crucial for efficient light absorption, is formed in the penultimate step of biosynthesis, reducing protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) to form chlorophyllide a. Photosynthetic organisms adopt two different strategies for the reduction of Pchlide: one is the light-dependent Pchlide oxidoreductase that requires light for the catalysis, and the other is dark-operative Pchlide oxidoreductase (DPOR) that operates even in the dark. The greening ability of plant in the dark is attributed to the activity of DPOR. We show a crystal structure of the DPOR catalytic component NB-protein from Rhodobacter capsulatus at 2.3 Å resolution. Overall structure with two copies of homologous BchN and BchB subunits is similar to that of nitrogenase MoFe protein. Each catalytic BchN-BchB unit contains one Pchlide held without any axial ligations from amino acid residues and one Fe-S cluster (NB-cluster) coordinated uniquely by one aspartate and three cysteines. Intriguingly, NB-cluster and Pchlide are arranged spatially as almost identical to P-cluster and FeMo-cofactor in MoFe protein, illustrating a common architecture to reduce chemically stable multi-bonds such as porphyrin and dinitrogen.

Structure, stability and flexibility of a psychrophilic iron superoxide dismutase
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The Antarctic eubacterium Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis (Ph) produces a cold-active iron superoxide dismutase (SOD). PhSOD is a homodimeric enzyme, that displays a high catalytic activity even at low temperature [1-2]. The structure, stability and dynamics of PhSOD have been determined and compared with those of its mesophilic counterpart from E. coli (EcSOD). PhSOD was found to have structure and stability very similar to Ec-SOD. However, the psychrophilic protein shows an increased flexibility of the active site with respect to its mesophilic homologue. Two PhSOD mutants (C57S and C57R) have been also characterized. The C57R mutation significantly alters the half-denaturation temperature of the protein. The structural and dynamic changes induced by this mutation with respect to the C57S and wild-type structure were correlated with modifications in the thermal stability of the mutant. Altogether these data illustrate how evolution can adjust psychrophilic enzyme sequences to alter the flexibility, without compromising the overall protein structure.
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Structure of vitamin D₃ hydroxylase, a novel cytochrome P₄₅₀ from Pseudonocardia autotrophica
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Vitamin D₃ hydrolase (VD₃), which catalyzes the final step of the biosynthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃, is a novel P₄₅₀ that is expected to have a unique structure and function. Here we report the X-ray crystallographic structure of VD₃ hydrolase at 2.60 Å resolution. The crystal structure of VD₃ hydrolase has a novel domain organization compared to typical cytochrome P₄₅₀. We discuss the structural and functional aspects of VD₃ hydrolase, which may provide clues for the development of new drugs for vitamin D₃-related diseases.